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Abstract 
Muzhou had a long history .During Yuanhe and Xiantong, many poets sprang up 
in  Muzhou, they are Shi Jianwu, Fang Gan, Li Ping, Weng Tao, Zhang Bayuan, Xu 
Ning, Zhou Pu, Yu Tanzhi, Huang Fushi, Sun Wei, He Xiyao, Huang Fusong , Zhang 
Xiaobiao, Zhang Jue ,and so on. Their appearances had something to do with 
Muzhou’ natural and cultural resources, and didn’t separate with a climax of the 
writing of Jiangdong poems.  
The poets had high reputations,and had the same family backgrounds and 
experiences, had close contacts, and formed poets’ group of  district in the middle 
and late Tang Dynasty. 
These Muzhou’s poets had 1072 pieces of pomes.Their poems main wrote scenes 
and associations in the themes, expressed the feelings of longing for friendships, 
hometowns, and mountain forests in the substances, chosed five and seven words’ 
form in the types of literature, reflected the directions of “small” and “real” in the 
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不仅 要关 注一 些大 家、名 家，而 且要 知道 一些 中小 诗人，尤其 要
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